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The book deals with tl1e main driviпg forces and reveals the motives of 

the key military and political factors behind the onset, development and 

prospects for resolution of the Syrian crisis. It also considers the multi

dimensional efforts for resolving the conflict and the possiЬ!e scenarios for its 

outcome. In addition, it assesses the impact of the conflict on the security 

environment in the Middle East, the Balkans, and the Black Sea Region. 

Finally, it highlights the implications of the Syrian conflict for security and for 

Bulgarian interests. 

The main purpose of the monograph гeflects the fact that Bulgaria is 

directly affected Ьу the adverse implications of the war in Syria and its security 

is exposed to а number of risks and challenges, given its geographical location. 

Tension· in the Middle East will likely remain high even after the end of the 

active phase of the conflict as controversies and the power struggle will 

continue. On the other hand, the conflict in Syria enaЫes BLJlgaria to achieve 

its geopolitical chances Ьу maintaining а pгo-active stance on the issues of the 

Middle East and Ьу taking the role of а driveг of stabilisation pгocesses in the 

Westem Balkans. This entails ongoing survey and analysis of the geopolitical 

aspects of the Syrian conflict and its regional repercussions. 

The book focuses on the geopolitical dimensions of the conflict as а 

basis for analysis of the reasons tог its onset, the pattems of its development 

and the ways to гesolve it. It aims to present а comparative holistic picture of 

the motives of the actors and stakeholders, predict their intentions and 
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aшbitions, as well as help forшulate an adequate national stance and develop 

an efficient strategy to address the iшplications of the conflict directly affecting 

our country. 

The study of the geopolitical diшensions of the conflict шakes it possiЫe 

to analyse its regional and global iшpacts and theiг шultilateral effects on the 

geopolitical dynaшics and the security environшent. А· conclusion is 

substantiated that the scale, scope and duration of the conflict are driven Ьу the 

interests of шаnу regional and global factors aiшing to expand the spheres of 

their influence and gain long-terш шilitaгy, political and econoшic benefits. 

Highlighted is the arguшent that the prospects fог the cont1ict settleшent 

depend on the delicate balance between the geopolitical objectives of the 

parties directly involved in the contlict and the aшbitions for participation in 

power of non-systeшic actors such as the legitiшate opposition and radical 

groups. А forecast is шаdе that the Ьаlапсе could Ье achieved in the fогпшlа 

for power-sharing and distribution of Syria's sovereignty. 

The analysis gives grounds to assuшe that regardless of the outcoшe of 

the conflict, Syria will гешаin а coшpetitive geopolitical space for а long tiшe 

and а source of iпstability caused Ьу acute and divergent controversies aшong 

the шain actors. The responsiЬility for preserving and шaintaining реасе will 

Ье with those шешЬеrs of the international coшшunity which did not 

participate directly or indirectly in the coпflict. 

The book provides arguшents that the war т Syria has direct 

iшplications for the geopolitical processes and the security environшent in the 

Middle East, the Balkans and the Black Sea Region. А positive шanifestation 

of such developшents would рrоЬаЬ!у Ье the streпgthening of the process of 

integration of Western Balkan countгies iп the EU апd NA ТО. It is explicitly 

noted that while conflicts pose risks and challenges they also create 

opportunities for countries, through active position and constructive approach, 

to unite the efforts of the affected parties and Ье а factor of staЬility. 
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The monograph consists of an introduction, three chapters and а 

conclusion. 

The introduction presents facts in support of the statement that the civil 

war in Syria is one of the most severe and Ыооdу conflicts in the world, which 

has а destabilising impact on the situation both in the Middle East and the 

Eastern Mediterranean, on the one hand, and in the Black Sea Region, the 

Balkans and Western Europe, on the other hand. 

The first chapter traces the reasons and the essential aspects of the 

conflict in Syria, clarifying further the cause and grouping of the numerous 

participants. Outlined are the conflicting parties and the main actors, including 

the paramilitaries supporting Bashar al-Assad's regime, the structures and units 

of the opposition and radical groups. 

The second chapter makes analysis of the geopolitical characteristics and 

parameters of the conflict and examines in detail the stance and positions of the 

regional and global stakeholders within this context. lt overviews the interests, 

motives and actions of Iгan, Turkey, the Arab states of the Persian Gulf (Saudi 

АгаЬiа, the United Arab Emiгates, and Qatar), lsrael, Russia, the USA, the 

European Union and the BRIC countries. 

The third chapter deals with tl1e international initiatives for political 

resolution of the conflict, analyses the prospects tor its settlement and outlines 

the implications for the regional and global security and staЬility. It also 

explores the role and contributions of the UN SC, traces the most important 

results of the Geneva Реасе Talks, negotiations in Astana and Sochi. In 

addition, it sets out possiЫe scenarios for the outcome of the conflict. It 

furtheпnoгe assesses the impact of the conflict on the security environment in 

the Middle East, the Balkans and the Black Sea Region. Finally, it highlights 

the implications of the Syrian conflict fог Bulgaria's security. 

2. Stankov, Vasil. ANAL YSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF ТНЕ

MILIT ARY-POLITICAL SITUA TION IN CRISIS REGIONS. G.S. 
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Rakovski National Defense College, 2019, 129 pages, ISBN: 978-619-7478-

28-О

The monograph represents а systematic methodology for analysis and 

evaluation of the military-political situation (MPS) with а focus on its crisis 

conditions typical of the regions of interest for Bulgaria in terms of military 

and political risks resulting there from and the threats for the interests and 

security of the country and for our NA ТО and EU allies. 

The main purpose ot'the book is to produce а methodological framework 

that would allow identification of correct approaches to the analysis of the 

MPS status and prospects for development, including trends with long-term or 

situation effect. 

The МРS 1s examined as part of the dynamic system of the 

contemporary security environment which allows its elements in military and 

political analyses to Ье positioned in the wider context of security. This 

approach is conductive to determining the interгelationships between military 

political entities at difterent security levels and analyse the direction, intensity 

and effect of the interaction of military and political factors. Highlighted is the 

place of the MPS in the system of security factoгs and aspects, analysing its 

nature, meaning and basic structural elements. 

The book defines the approaches and methods of MPS analysis in crisis 

regions. То this-end, diffeгent statuses and criteгia for assessment of MPS are 

studied, with а focus on tl1e nature and meaning of the military and political 

cпs1s as а specific state characterised Ьу various specific features. The 

monograph introduces the methodology for development of observaЫe 

diagnostic indicators underlying the warning and forecasting functions of the 

analysis. It substantiates the importance of the systematic approach as а tool for 

MPS analysis and its use in the analysis of military and political crises in order 

subsequently to Ье аЫе to explain the application of all methods for analysis of 

military and political information and evaluation of the situation in crisis 

regюns. 

The monograph presents in detail the subject-matter, the purpose and the 
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uses of five logical-intuitive and six гational-logical шethods fог evaluation 

and forecasting of MPS when шaking а crisis analysis. Also, it deals with the 

specifics of 111ilitary and political analyses in the regions of interest for 

Bulgaria in the context of the two of the analytical шethods considered, which 

are particularly suitaЫe for warning and forecasting cгisis processes of шilitaгy 

and political natuгe. Highlighted is the шаnnег of their use as well as the uses 

of the other analytical шethods fог the puгposes of MPS analysis and 

evaluation against the backgгound of the chaгacteristics and paгaшeters of 

шilitaгy and political developшents in the Black Sea Region, the Western 

Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean as part of the Middle East. 

The 111onograph consists of an introduction, thгee chapters and а 

conclusion. 

The introduction outlines that planning of adequate response options is 

iшpossiЬ!e without proшpt and accurate analysis of the МРS which allows the 

forшulation of correct decisions. The coшpleteness of the analysis and the 

precision of the evaluations аге critical today when an event of tactical nature 

could have а high conflict potential and stгategic i111plications on реасе and 

stability. Therefore the issue of the шethods of enhancing the efficiency and 

quality of MPS analyses in crisis regions and the oppoгtunities for designing 

practical tools for MPS claгification, evaluation, warning (pгediction) and 

foгecasting in the regions of inteгest for Bulgaria is particularly relevant. 

The first chapter deals with tl1e conte111porary security environшent as а 

dynaшic systeш, outlines the levels of security and identifies the objects 

located in theш, as well as the secuгity factoгs and aspects. It also exaшines the 

subject-шatter and шeaning of the MPS and reveals its basic structural 

eleшents. 

The second chapter considers tl1e subject-шatter and the basic concepts 

associated with а шilitary and political crisis as an MPS state and analyses its 

specific features in crisis regions. The syste111atic approach is derived as а 

шeans of MPS analysis and its use in the analysis of а шilitary and political 

crisis is substantiatied. Also, this chapter deals with the subject-шatter and 
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different 111ethods of analysis of 111ilitary and political infoпnation and 

evaluation of а 111ilitary and political crisis: logical-intuitive (Expert Evaluation 

Method, Теа111 Generation of Ideas or ''Brainstorming", Moгphological 

Analysis, Structured Analytic Techniques Method, the Delphi Method) and 

rational-logical 111ethods (Кеу Assu111ptions Check, Critical Thinkiпg, Aпalysis 

of Local Factors, апd Detection of Disinfor111atio11). 

The third chapter highlights iпdividual 111ethods of war111ng апd 

forecasting of а 111ilitaгy апd political cгisis (lпdicators and Sceпaгios and 

For111ulation of Strategic Forecasts). The aпalytic 111etl10ds ехашiпеd are 

111apped against the practical MPS coпtext iп the regioпs of inteгest for 

Bulgaria - the Black Sea Region, the Westeгп Balkaпs, tl1e Eastern 

Mediterraпeaп and the Middle East. 

The conclusion outliпes that the MPS forecasting and evaluatioп iп crisis 

regions underpin crisis plaппing as they sег\'е to develop а strategic evaluation 

апd formulate the response optio11s fог military a11d political cгises. Such 

options suppoгt tl1e design of the гesponse plan, wl1ich тау Ье based 011 

111inin1ising the effect of adverse factoгs and reinforcing the effect of 

favouraЫe circun1sta11ces. Theгefore the wагп iпg and foгecasting functions of 

the analysis тау help deгive specific advantages and beпefits fог оuг country 

in а crisis situation. 

Articles and reports puЬlished in scientific editions, 

referenced and indexed in word-renowned scientific information 

databases 

3. Stankov, Vasil. The Role of the European Union for the

Settlement of the Conflict in Syria. Socioiпt 6th lnternational Conference 011 

Edication, Social Sciences and Humanities, 24-26 June, 2019-lstanbul, р.511-

514. ISBN: 978-605-82433-6-1.

The article "The Role of the European Union in the Settle111ent of the

Conflict in Syria" features the efforts 111ade Ьу the EU and the Me111ber States 
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to contribute to the settlement of the Syrian conflict, arguing that the political 

and diplomatic potential of the EU allows it to engage on а larger scale with 

the реасе process, since the conflict's implications l1ave а significant impact on 

the European countries. An overview is made of the individual efforts of the 

lead Member States and the absence of а coherent allied strategy. Then, the 

article points to the financial contribution of the EU and Member States aimed 

to relieve the humanitarian situation on the ground and highlights the key 

aspects of tl1e strategy "Towards а comprehensive EU approach to the Syrian 

crisis", adopted Ьу the Union in June 2013. Finally, the article concludes that it 

all depends on political will and paгticularly on the ability of the European 

leaders to find the synergy in tl1eiг joint effort and prove that the EU is сараЫе 

of playing а decisive role in the settlement of global and vitally important 

security issues. 

Keywords: European Union, Conflict, Syria, contribution 

4. Stankov, Vasil. International Реасе Initiatives to Resolve the

Conflict in Syria. Socioint, 6th International Conference on Edication, Social 

Sciences and Humanities, 24-26 June, 2019-Istanbul, р.493-498 . ISBN: 978-

605-82433-6-1.
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The article reveals the internatioпal efforts to bring the conflict to an епd 

and start а meaningful реасе process that would гeconcile the conflicting 

parties and engage them in а seгies of negotiations aiming to initiate а National 

Dialogue, draft а mutually ассерtаЫе Constitution and ргераге free and fair 

elections. The article outlines the реасе endeavors of the United Nations 

Security Council, describes in detail the so called Geneva Реасе Pгocess. Then, 

the article analyzes the реасе effoгts undeгtaken under the leadership of the 

countries engaged to the greatest extent with the events on the ground - Russia, 

Turkey and Iran, and summarizes the гesults achieved at the meetings held in 

Astana in oгder to negotiate conditions fог tl1e cessation of military operations 

and the launch of а реасе dialogue between the regime and the opposition. 

Finally, the article concludes that the political settlement requires а balance 
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between the geopolitical objectives of the outside factors involved and the 

power ambitions of tl1e internal players. 

Keywords: Conflict, Syria, Negotiatioпs, Реасе Process 

Articles and rcports puЫished in unreferenced iournals 

with scientific peer-reviewing or pu Ыished in edited co-work 

volumes or in specialised cditions t·or classified information 

5. Stankov, Vasil. lranian lnvolvcment in thc Syrian Conflict.

KNOWLEDGE -lпterпatioпal Journal Vo\.30.6.March, 2019, р. 1437-1440. 

ISSN 1857-923Х (fог e-veгsioп). lSSN 2545 4439 (fог priпted veгsioп). 
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The article begiпs with ап overview of Iraп-Syгia re\atioп апd the 

reasons for the Iranian support for the Syrian гegime at the outset of the 

conflict and onwards. А detailed description is made of the common interests 

defining the lasting military-political, economic and secuгity cooperation 

between the two countries. Subsequently, theгe is an analysis of the natuгe and 

scope of the Iranian involvement in Syria and its regional and intemal 

implications. Finally, the article outlines the role of lran in post-conflict Syria 

and the possiЬ\e stance of its opponents and allies 011 lгanian intentions to 

sustain its presence and inflL1e11ce in the countгy. 

Keywords·: Iran, Syria, involvemeпt, conflict, balance of inteгests. 

6. Stankov, Vasil. Modern Dimensions ot· the EU-Turkcy Dct·eпse

Cooperation. Anпual military scientific conference with intemational 

participation named Modern aspects of security - chal\enges, approaches, 

solutions, June 20-21, 2018. G .S. Rakovski National Defense College's 

Yearbook, Command and Staff Depaгtment, 2018, pages 422-426. lSS 1312-

2991. 

The article describes Turkey's attitude towards the European defense 

initiatives and its aspiratioпs to participate on ап equal basis iп tl1e Permanent 

Structured Cooperation (PESCO) in огdег to become an iпtegral part of the 
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European Сошшоn Security and J)efense Policy. The article highlights the 

driving factors behind the Turkish intention to achieve full шeшbership in the 

European Defense Agency (EDA) and other EU defense institutions. Further, 

an analysis is шаdе of the pгesent obstacles hindering EU-Tuгkey defense 

cooperation including Turkey's ongoing disputes with PESCO шешЬег states 

such as Greece and the RepuЬlic of Cyprus. Finally, there is an assessment of 

Turkey's potentia] to contribute to the European defense architecture vis-a-vis 

PESCO's future developшent scenarios. 

Keywords: Turkey, defense agгeeшent, structured cooperation, European 

Union, operational capabilities. 

7. Discussing the Implications of The Syrian Crisis Upon The

Regional ln/Security. Annual шilitaгy scientific conference with intemational 

paгticipation naшed Modem aspects of secuгity - challenges, approaches, 

solutions, June 20-21, 2018. G.S. Rakovski National Defense College's 

У еагЬооk, Сошшаnd and Staff Departшent, 2018, pages 416-421. ISSN 1312-

2991. 
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The article begins with а description of the hшnanitarian and security 

aspects of the Syrian civil war, pгimarily the гetugee influx and the rise of 

terrorisш in the Middle East and worldwide. Then it analyzes the origins and 

the tгue reasons for the initiation of the conflict with an eшphasis on the grave 

socio-econoшic, political and civil rights issues in pre-,var Syria. Fuгtheпnore, 

it points out that the шost iшpoгtant reason for the civil war is the deep crisis 

the ruling regiшe was expeгiencing both doшestically and internationally 

because of its decгeased legitiшacy. Finally, the article highlights the Syrian 

conflict as а factor destaЬilizing the situation in the Middle East, the Westem 

Balkans and the Black Sea and suшmaгizes the opportunities to Ье presented 

Ьу post-conflict reconstruction in Syria. 

Keywords: regional iшplications, Syria, refugees, terrorisш, Middle 

East, Westeгn Balkans, Black Sea 
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8. The Syrian Conflict and the PossiЫe Scenarios for Achieving

Stabllity and Реасе. Military Journal, G.S. Rakovski National Defense 

College, issue 1-2, 2019, pages 17-22, ISS 0861-7392. 

l1ttp://гnda.aпnt·.ь0 ,, pt,, p-ct111tcnt/uplouds/2019 05 1-2.ndf' 

The article "The Syrian conflict and possiЫe scenarios for achieving 

stability and реасе" reveals the geopolitical paгameteгs of the Syrian civil war 

as the main reason for its significant impact 011 the regional and global ecurity 

enviroпment. Then, the policies of the key players in the conflict are outlined 

and the options for reconciliation are evaluated in the context of tl1e escalating 

struggle for роwег and influence. Also, ап overview is made of the гecent 

dynamics in the conflict апd the actions of Tuгkey, Russia апd lгan following 

the US decision to pull its troops out of tl1e countгy. Finally, theгe is а detailed 

analysis of three possiЫe scenarios for the settlement of the conflict and their 

regional and global implicatioпs. 

Кеу words: conflict, Syria, geopolitical parameters, security 

environment, роwег balance, scenarios 

9. Implemcntation of the System Approach in thc Analysis of

Military-Political Crises. Military Jouгnal, G.S. Rakovski National Oefense 

College, Sofia, issue 3, 2019, pages 13-17 ISSN 0861-7392. 

The articl� "Implemeпtatioп of the system арргоасh in tl1e analysis of 

military-political crises" views the system арргоасl1 as а practical applied tool 

for aпalyzing the militaгy-political enviгonment сараЫе of гevealing the 

dynamics of its components and subsystems, as well as tl1eir mutual integration 

апd interdependence. Highlighted are the main features defining the military

political enviгonment in cгisis агеаs гelated pгimaгily to the immediate гisks 

and threats to the security and tl1e interests of the militaгy-political playeгs and 

а recommendation is made to develop а list of waгпing indicatoгs whicl1 vvould 

notify of tl1e emergence апd development of а crisis. Then, the aгticle outlines 

the different types of indicators with an emphasis on the warning ones and 

identifies the criteria every indicator should meet in oгder to Ье an effective 

analytical tool. Fiпally, an oveгview is made of tl1e aspects of the system 
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approach implemented in the analysis of а crisis in the context of the changes 

inflicted to the features, the scope and the composition of the system of the 

military-political enviroшnent. 

Кеу words: approach, analysis, military-political environment, 

indicators, crisis 

10. Does NA ТО Need а New Strategic Conccpt? Compendium of the

International Scientific Conference "Modern Security and Contemporary 

Technologies", March 15 2019, Volume 2, pages 363-366, Scientific 

and Technical Engineeгing Association "Industry-4. О", ISBN 978-619-7383-

13-3.

The report traces NA TO's 1шss10n vis-a-vis the changing security 

environment and descгibes the debate about the feasibility of the pгoject to 

update its Stгategic Concept. Тhеге is а retгospective analysis of the allied 

stгategic documents and а correlation is made with the essence and the 

momentum of the changing security enviгonment thгoughout the various 

periods of Alliance's development with an emphasis on the Strategic Concept 

adopted in Lisbon on Novembeг 19, 2010. 

Analyzed are the changes in the secuгity enviгonment following the 

adoption of the Concept and the contents and the diгections of the debate on 

the necessity of а new stгategic paper are examined. 

Keywoгds: NA ТО, Strategic Concept, security, challenges, threats. 

11. Turkey's Regional Strategy vis-a-vis the European Integration of

the Western Balkans. Compendium of the International Scientific Confeгence 

"Modem Security and Contemporary Technologies", Магсh 15 2019, Volume 

2, pages 367-371, Scientific and Technica\ Engineering Association "Industгy-

4.0", ISBN 978-619-7383-13-3. 

The report explains why the Western Ba\kans is suitaЫe for the 

implementation of Turkey's regional strategy and analyzes the accession to the 

EU of the WB countгies. А thorough justification is made of the idea that for 
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various reasons (weak statehood, unstaЫe institutions and grave econoшic and 

social рrоЫешs in шost countries) the WB region is the natural choice for the 

iшpleшentation of Turkey's regional strategy. There is а detailed analysis of 

the perspectives for the objectives of Turkey's regional policy being achieved 

given the European integration of the WB countries and the interests of the 

global players. 

Keywords: Western Balkans, Turkey, European Union, strategy. 

12. Turkey's Aspirations for Transnational Influence. Coшpendiuш

of the International Scientific Confeгence "Моdегп Security and Conteшporary 

Technologies", March 15 2019, Voluшe 2, pages 372-376, Scientific 

and Technical Engineering Association "Industгy-4.0", ISBN 978-619-7383-

13-3.

The report reveals Turkey's intentions to Ьесоше а global player Ьу 

engaging various institutions and oгganizations inteпded to enhance its 

coopeгation with the Turkic World. А detailed description is шаdе of the role, 

the шission and the tasks of the шain state institutions and NGO's aiшing to 

spгead out and expand Turkey's cultuгal and inforшational tootprint and create 

conditions for its transforшation to political influence. 

In conclusion it indicates that the iшpleшentation of this strategy in 

Europe and on the Balkans is hindeгed Ьу раlраЫе obstacles and challenges 

originating froш the controversial events in Turkey itself, which do not шatch 

the socio-political criteria and standards of шost European societies. 

Keywords: Turkey, influence, Turkic Woгld, coopeгation. 

13. Stankov, Vasil. Specific Features of the Jntelligence Analysis of

Military-Political Crises (G.S. Rakovski National Defense College's 

specialized edition for classified infoпnation, Vh. № СИ-28-98/25 .10.2019 г., 

Reg. № RВ 211101-001-04/4-1948/23.10.2019 г.) 

Unclassified Sиттату: The aгticle explores the specialized ways and 

шethods for identifying the risks and threats to national and allied security 
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upon the onset and the unfolding of military-political cпses as а tool for 
developing response options. The need for checking the credibility of the 
incoming messaging and interpгeting it correctly is explained and the ways to 
identify misinformation are outlined. At the end, the intelligence analysis of 
military-political crises is featured as а building Ыосk and а crucially impoгtant 
phase of the national and allied crisis response planning. 

14. Stankov, Vasil. Analytical Review of the Situation in Northern

Syria. (G.S. Rakovski National Defense College's specialized edition for 
classified information, Vh. № СИ-28-98/25.10.2019 г., Reg. No RB 211101-
001-04/4-1948/23 .1О.2019 г.)

Unclassified Summary: The article l1ighlights the major шilitary-political 
factors to Ье taken into account in the analysis assessшents and forecasts of the 
MPS iп Northem Syria. Uпderliпed is the iшportaпce of each MPS еlешепt 
and its role in the intelligence productioп. Atteпtion is paid to the need for 
aпalyziпg and assessiпg the coпf1ictiпg sides as а potential source of military
political risks апd threats. Analyzed is the iшpact of the unfoldiпg military
political eveпts uроп the cuгreпt features апd upon the upcoшiпg status of the 
MPS, more specifically uроп the militaгy-political relations between the majoг 
paгties iпvolved. 
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